This essay provides a perspective on the ongoing convergence of social robots and special effects, animation, animatronics, puppetry techniques, and other entertainment technologies. In this paper, I will address the following design concepts:
Introduction
Personal robots are poised to become an integral part of our daily lives, but they are still not the kind of thing that I want to interact with. They are less attractive and friendly than a kitten, less interesting than a person, and less usable than a computer. Maybe we cannot soon make a single robot that excels in all three areas, but I believe that some guidelines from the world of entertainment could lead to a more engaging type of Social robot-one for use by or with humans (Tei, 2012) . This essay provides my perspective on how we, as robot engineers, designers, and scientists, can explore the 'attractive and friendly' dimension of our robots using techniques I have been exposed to through my work in film, toy, and haunted house robotic effects.
After earning engineering and science degrees and getting experience in military robotics as well as in toy and film robotics, I found a way to merge my passions for animatronic creatures and robot technology. Following a career of sufficient advancement in special effects, puppetry, animatronics, artificial intelligence, and robotics engineering (ME, EE, CS, etc.), my role is that of the designer and engineer of a large portion of responsibilities that function well for a very small subset of robots. I am the person that finds ways to integrate the art, science, and engineering of entertainment and other robotics into my own designs-often as components or primitives. This essay will also help define and explain the product of my specialty: the Character robot.
Character Robot:
A Social robot or Entertainment robot with which an individual has at least some moral or ethical sense or connection. The robot of discussion appears as biological, expresses itself clearly, is well-animated, and has a recognizable personality.
The four attributes at the end of that definition are at the heart of every Character and are explored in some depth throughout this essay.
The Role of the Character Robot
Regularly working with scientists, I apply various sciences to my engineering work, but this paper is not strictly about science. My purpose here is only to relate information and advance some ideas that are hopefully already recognized within the Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) community. A necessary foundation for this to happen is to first establish what kind of robots are the topic of focus in this essay.
While looking for new clients at the HRI 2011 conference, I was told by one researcher that they are not interested in what I do, because their HRI lab does not make entertainment; HRI is serious science and I was doing wrong by hustling there.
I hope the reader understands that I am not intending to force "entertainment value" on everything, nor am I implying that every Social robot should be a Character. Furthermore, I do not think that every Companion Slave needs to be a Character.
To better understand where the Character robot principles apply, I have abstracted all robots into six types. 
Work
This type includes industrial manufacturing and other processing machinery, commercial robots (which are essentially socialized industrial robots), medical robots, vacuum cleaner robots, etc.
For me, the emotional connection is low with the Personal Robot 2-despite its humanoid joint placements. The work robot is mostly there to do something for us-not to do something with us or to us. If someone gains a connection with an industrial robot, it gains social status and becomes a work slave to that person.
Mystic from The Dark Crystal. Photo credit: Henson, Kurtz, & Oz (1982) .
Entertainment
Entertainment robots are there to perform for us. This can be in real-time, e.g., audioanimatronics at Disneyworld, or it can be delayed, e.g., as seen in film animatronics.
These are the type of robots that currently offer the best demonstration of the four traits of a Character robot. (Spielberg, 1984) , is ultimately the hero of the tale in this companion-designer's opinion.
Gizmo, a Mogwai from Gremlins

Companion
The Companion is a Character robot that provides value with its personality, presence, and interactions with and around humans. It can do other things to entertain or occupy our time and may even perform physical labor.
A Companion Slave is essentially a combination of the Entertainment and Work types.
To the left, we see two great entertainers, Jim Henson and Ray Charles (1975) , as a duet on television. The way I see it, however, "It's Not Easy Being Green" was sung by Ray Charles and Kermit. Kermit-had the Character been animated by servomotors rather than a hand, a microcontroller rather than a brain, and a speaker rather than Jim Henson's larynxwould be a Companion Slave, with Ray Charles as its nearest "master."
This is the area I specialize in; My involvement in the HRI community is all about bringing concepts from Entertainment robots into the world of Working robotswhether for therapy, assistance, medicine, hard labor, domestic chores, companionship, etc.
The Aeryon Scout (Aeryon Robotics, 2009 
Security
These provide security, surveillance, reconnaissance, and other related functions. The Aeryon Scout (Aeryon Robotics, 2009) shown to the left is not intended to appear as a social agent, so it is a robot and not a Slave.
I expect that the developers intended the end users to view it as a tool: nothing more than useful machinery.
A Character robot, in this case, could be a detriment; the end user might fear for personal safety and fail to use it effectively in the dangerous situations that it is intended for. I advise that we are prudent in drawing a distinction between robots that kill us and robots that do not kill us.
To the left is a Police robot from the film Elysium (Blomkamp, Block, & Kinberg, 2013) . For one of these robot props, I developed the small, simple computer and its peripheral components while Lans Hansen (pictured on the far right) completed the remaining 99 percent of this prop.
A lifelike sex doll. Photo credit: Abyss Creations LLC; realdoll.com (2013).
Sex
It is with some certitude that I expect robots for various intimate acts and relationships, like the Sex Slave prototype shown to the left, to find an eager and large market. That being said, one could imagine some benefits to implementing features of the Character robot with Sex robots.
The focus of my Character robot work is in the following areas:
Companion:
A Social robot that is meant to spend time directly interacting with a person or persons in order to create strong social bonds as well as to perform some valuable function. A Character robot is well-suited for this type.
Slave:
A robot system that does valuable work without reward, and with which an individual has at least some moral or ethical sense or connection. Slaves are often Characters or Companions. The work that I did for The Hobbit required that each robot be perceived only as a Character. The digital creatures in Fig. 1 provide an example of how deep characterization can be, even among nasty goblins. It is because of this diversity that the technology we developed had to allow for different personality types, embodiments, etc.
The robotic creatures we develop for films are Entertainment robots while on set (and also Companion robots to the actors they interact with), but are simply Characters just like the human actors in the final film.
Slave robot cannot be used interchangeably with Social robot because not all Social robots are equally sympathetic/likable for each individual. It is actually this disparity that stimulated my interest in designing more compelling robots by making them into Characters.
When Work robots become Characters, by the definitions above, they also become Slaves. If your favorite plush stuffed animal came alive and started helping you with your household chores, your stuffed animal would now be your Slave. It may "love" working so you may not perceive any ethical issues, but you would not feel comfortable ripping your stuffed animal apart. It has a social role, by incorporating what Turkle, Taggart, Kidd, and Dasté (2006) call a "relational artifact," and is responsive to you. This may be what ethically implies that it should not be treated the same as the typical non-living object.
As an aside, you may have bristled at the usage of "slave" when describing robots that both work and socialize with us. The term is useful to describe these robots, but it also describes their role in society; when your stuffed animal came alive in the prior mental experiment, you would not soon wonder whether she should have the right to vote or whether he should be given a place at your dinner table. I have no science to back this distinction up, but this knowledge helps me design robots that inhabit these Slave social roles.
For ease of comprehension in my everyday conversation and throughout this paper, I use the generic term, "robot." Robot refers to autonomous machines in the Slave classification as well as all other robot entities that we do not consider social agents. It is important to recognize what can be a potential drawback: We will work with Character robots differently than non-Character robots. I believe that the advantages outweigh the disadvantages.
A Muppety Mental Experiment in Character Robot Interaction
Children may have an easier time making connections with robots (Kahn et al., 2012) , so a childlike perspective and imagination might be the way to approach the problem.
I tried to imagine an ideal interaction with another creature. This mental social interaction need not be with a robot, indeed it can be with anything at all. I started my mental experiment with a friendly character that I already knew: Kermit the Frog. Character robot development is just various engineering and science branches mixed with entertainment technology. Special effects, puppetry, animation, and the like can create nearperfect illusions. User Experience Design and Human-Machine Interface technology have come a long way; I can ask my phone a question and get the right answer.
So why doesn't a Kermit robot exist yet? I think it is just a matter of time. If you truly imagined Kermit saying something powerful and it had an impact on you, then you have essentially had a real interaction with a synthetic Character. Now it is a matter of making those same experiences happen using the available tools.
One fasinating aspect about modern robotics is that we are capable of implementing a huge variety of relationship schemes. Yet, much of our community seems stuck on making "robots" as we have already experienced them; robots are things that look like industrial, commercial, or medical machinery. Robots may highlight their electronic machinery, such as by using an LCD display for a face. Robots can also have exposed mechanisms because we all know they are machines, thereby certainly avoiding the Uncanny Valley (Mori, 1970) . In terms of characterization, the robot face often appears like a natural evolution from a toaster. It often has a blank, non-threatening, smooth, sterile, and baby-like face. These are probably the safest designs for a Social robot in terms of reliability, convenience, and standardization (i.e., they all look the same). One can defend the benefit of making a robot that people expect to see because expectation is a powerful psychological force associated with positive reactions. I understand eliciting positive associations that come with familiarity, expectation, and so on; I also think there are unrealized and very important advantages to making Characters.
Work Machines vs. Characters and Companions in HRI
The four traits of Character robots are sometimes in opposition to the current norms of Social robot design, as described in Table 2 . 
Four Traits of a Character Current Design Norm for Social Robots
Biological appearance Non-biological, perhaps to impress, or to comfort with the familiar "robot look," or to appear soothing in the same way as hospital machinery.
Clear and simple in its expression
Interaction complexity increases as a result of an enhanced feature set. More mechanically intricate embodiment is more easily confusing in its non-verbal communication.
Animated well
Movement is crisp and precise, which is not very good for animation. A cartoon character moving in this way would probably only be doing so while imitating a robot.
Recognizable personality
No recognizable personality. It is accepted that the robot comes with standard software. Robots are often passive and reactive.
The robots that are often used in HRI research would be classified as Work robots rather than Companion robots. Once we can distinguish our emotional bonds to Characters from our "function-only" relationship with other robots, then we can usefully reevaluate the types of robots we use for HRI research.
Apparently, HRI research is typically carried out with mostly semi-Characters: somewhat impersonal machines. This means that we are often doing work with "social" agents that carry very little social weight! Figure 4 . Aldebaran Robotics' Nao (Aldebaran Robotics, 2008) . Nao, as shown in Fig. 4 , has a large feature set; I think this allows it to function well as a robot for experimentation, but it is definitely a robot and not a Slave. My social bond is weak with this platform. If you asked me to choose between pulling the tail of my darling cat and kicking a Nao into a bonfire, I would be sure to pick up my cat first so that she doesn't get too scared of the refueled fire. Paro is a good Character in the Work typeology. It uses creature special effects and principles discussed in this paper. This is an Entertainment robot performing valuable work, so it is a Companion Slave. It is, in my opinion, one of the most effective platforms at modifying human affect. I had a warm emotional response even just from observing people interact with Paro, as in Fig. 5 . Therabot is a robot platform that my company has been designing and building for over a year. It is part of a two-year grant given to Professor Cindy Bethel to explore the use of robots in medical therapy sessions. I am attempting to apply many of the principles outlined in this paper with Therabot. Therabot would probably fit into the same class as Paro.
It is worth noting that Therabot was designed in part by potential users by way of an online survey. This is an example of participatory design, which I believe has strong potential as a developmental tool for robot designers and engineers.
The Four Traits of a Character Robot
This is the central offering of this essay. I believe that a better execution of these four traits in Social robot development will lead to real Companions: Characters that we bond with as they work with and alongside us.
To better illustrate these four traits of a Character, I have given scores (0 to 1) to some robots and Characters. For each table, my scoring criterion will be one of the four traits of a Character. To avoid alienating friends and colleagues, let me say that I have selected a personal favorite Character to serve under both columns.
Character Trait 1:
Biological Indicators The MDS (mobile-dextrous-social) robot, made by Xitome design. The face is very expressive with precise movements and non-verbal communication through a well-proportioned face that looks friendly enough to talk to.
Detracting from MDS's appearance are the big holes in the head and body. Creatures with big craters torn out of their skulls do not generally want to be sociable. However, this opinion comes from my experience, which includes watching many films from a professional designer's perspective.
Any platforms incorporating an MDS head would, in this designer's opinion, benefit greatly from finding clothing or from crafting custom parts to complete the "skin" to be more akin to the Reeti platform. I do not love plates when it comes to skin-I prefer a natural-setting exterior of clothing, skin, or fur; despite these physical characteristics, the MDS design is very solid and could serve as a good starting point for developing a good Character robot.
In the entertainment industry, MDS would likely be labeled as having a "bad special effect."
Reeti Expressive Robot by robopec Photo credit: robotshop.com For the average observer, Reeti expresses a happy emotion. A lot of that, I think, is due to the designers building in ("hard-coding," as you might say) diminutive (i.e., "cute") proportions in the face and body, nonhuman attributes, and natural contours with roundness and soft curves.
The full body is encased and one would assume that it is not empty inside, despite the general resemblance to a bottle of soda. This means there is substance beneath the skin, which is an important principle in Companion robot design. Additionally, the skin and its shine effects are too perfect, the aliens all look identical, the light and shadows do not look correct in terms of reflected light from the nearby ground and other objects, and so on.
Computer graphics capabilities are amazing and continue to get better, but I personally hope that misuse and overuse of computer graphics diminishes. This is in part because I want to make creatures for The Dark Crystal (Henson, Kurtz, & Oz, 1982) , should it ever be produced! I think there is some chance of animatronics in filmmaking a comeback: " [There] This impressive research platform was produced by a group renown for puppetry and animatronics in the Terminator Series, Iron Man, Jurassic Park, AI, and so on.
The aliens shown to the left avoid the Uncanny Valley (Mori, 1970) by being sufficiently non-human; I think they are perceived as fake because they are not physically real.
After watching video of Leo, I have no doubt that he physically exists in the same world that I do. This may not seem very profound, but I suggest that this physical and digital misalignment may be part of the reason for computer animated humans often landing in the perceptual Uncanny Valley (Mori, 1970) .
Plush toys, cartoons, and puppets imply bone, ligaments, flesh, or some other substance below the skin, despite the additional effort this requires in creating the illusion of the Character. When Tex Avery and company came up with Bugs Bunny, they could put pencil to paper and literally draw anything, but they restricted themselves to skin with fur, musculature, jointed bones, and so on. I think they restricted themselves to anthropomorphic animals and exaggerated humans because our important interactions in life are with biological organisms. Creature effects are achieved with the implication of muscles pulling on skin, which leads to wrinkles that create expressions rather than hinged plates or obvious robotic joints for articulation. I think we should not show off the electromechanical clockwork if we want to make the robot seem more than mechanical bits and software.
Technique: Creature skin
In animatronic creature effects, a skin is made using something similar to mask-making techniques: a clay sculpture is captured with an inner and an outer mold. These molds are made of gypsum or another of the various types of plaster. Gypsum works well for a latex (rubber) mask. Liquid latex (mixed with ammonia) is poured into the mold cavity and after some ammonia and other liquids evaporate away, the solid rubber is removed.
Technique: Mechanical core
After a skin has been produced, a mechanical core (thin plastic shell, also called "underskull") is produced to fit the exact form of the inside skin surface. The mechanical core is chopped up and modified to simulate bones and muscle, motors are fastened to it, and it can then push the skin around with precision. This is a cursory view of a complex technique, but it provides a good sense of how highly emotive Characters have been made with methods substantially different from standard robotics engineering.
This technique and its adaptations are extremely pervasive. All but three of the robots and physical Character effects (non-cartoon) shown in this essay have implemented some form of a mechanical core. Kismet looks to be something of an animal, alien, or goblin. I think that the design aspect of it was very good except for the lack of substance below skin and unnatural emotive expressions.
Character Trait 2: Simple Embodiment With Exaggerated Expression
In this case, the lack of skin both reduces the indicators of biology (no skin, fur, or scales) and shows off some indicators of non-biology (metal, motors, etc.).
Exposed mechanisms also clutter the lines and patterns that we look for when identifying faces and when interpreting nonverbal communication.
eMuu (Bartneck, 2002) .
Outwardly, there is not much to eMuu, but every feature supports the Character or its expression. We have a few body parts to tell us that eMuu is a creature and is having one of four emotions. Some eMuus rotate, which could then be perceived as showing attention. Although the range of emotion is limited, each emotion is expressed clearly.
Simplicity of design is regularly applicable when designing Social robots, functioning to reduce engineering complexity and user ambiguity due to errors from more complex communication. This is a FurReal Friend. While many of the bigger toys are much more capable, I think that these tiny-motored two-action "Snuggimals" are fully effective at communicating their "mood."
Effects design principles discussed thus far include more general than practical effects. For instance, making simplified robots like those shown in the above tables hearkens to the simplification of computer graphics-even when the technology could make it more richly textured and realistically shaped. Most computer graphics films use cartoonish qualities in their synthesized Characters.
The realistic synthetic representation of a human face could often be described as being in the Uncanny Valley (Mori, 1970) . Most readers, I would expect, would more easily relate to the outer two Characters of Fig. 7 than they would the more realistically rendered cartoon as depicted by the center Character.
When we, as designers, use animation to communicate the intent, personality, and other salient features of the robot, we are performing the same task that cartoonists, puppeteers, video game developers, and animatronics technicians have done for decades. The common thread among designs from these industries is that a Character's embodiment and non-verbal communication are simple, clear, and exaggerated. would be a good movie to watch. The animators execute the cute factor well with Toothless, who is the non-human protagonist of this film. Fig. 8 is the "How to Train your Dragon" creature effect done in the style of the "Heroic and Friendly Dragon" creature style of Dragonheart. As the scene suggests, a realistic form of a creature is not always ideal. Digital illustrators are regularly able to better project character and personality into their basic puppets and cartoons than is normally seen in typical HRI platforms. The industries of modern digital film effects and modern animatronics are so astounding, I think, because these artistic industries have laboriously figured out how to effectively animate. They have learned to make Characters.
We can observe how the entertainment industry has handled their Entertainment robots that must be animated as Characters. A clunky robot Character like C-3PO can handle a few minutes of screen time, but if you want a Character to carry scenes, it takes something like Harry (of the Hendersons), Gollum (of Lord of the Rings, 2001 Rings, -2003 , or Kermit, i.e., something capable of a wide variety of articulations. It has been demonstrated that giving robots particular or more cartoony personalities can have positive effects on a human observer (Walters, Syrdal, Dautenhahn, te Boekhorst, & Kheng, 2008) . This benefit can be better realized by exaggerating aspects of the robot's behavior and appearance to highlight the illusion that there is a recognizable and somewhat distinct mind behind it all.
Character Trait 4: Recognizable Personality
Mickey Mouse is a Character that has stood the test of time; he is one of the most recognizable images for most people, even now, more than 80 years since his debut. When Donald Duck came on the scene a few years after Mickey, he similarly settled into the public consciousness. The reason people can accept these two cartoon characters-and many more beside them-is that they are such different characters.
If your neighbors somehow obtain a dozen exact duplicates of your own dog, even in how the dogs treat you, then I would expect your relationship with your dog to change for the worse. Like Mickey and Donald, your dog and someone else's dog have their own looks and personalities, and therefore fill a different place in your mind. The recognizable personality of a Character enhances the interaction we have with it by providing novel perspective, surprises, and significance.
Perhaps, with each having a unique personality, we will someday see a multitude of Companion robots in the marketplace. If one robot shows a snide attitude while another is more cheerful, surely there are people out there who will prefer each of them for exactly that attribute making the robot unique. The dimensions of a Character are numerous, but fortunately so are the reasons we have for liking things.
Conclusion
Perhaps unfortunately for us, the engineers and scientists, the pursuit of goals examined in this paper will involve more artistry. The best way to reach good designs is through finessing them to perfection, and by iteratively and intelligently improving designs over time. If you have ever tried to design something just to be aesthetically pleasing, then you know it can be time-intensive and frustrating; it can seem like nothing is working and then, hopefully, the design reaches cohesive completion. Designers in the entertainment world, with its focus on creating human experiences, will keep developing and enacting ideas until they resonate. We can theorize about why one smartphone game is wildly successful while a hundred similar applications are flops, or why the same happens with television shows, music, and other forms of artistry; but even informed predictions about what will thrive are often wrong. The only product that is almost guaranteed to be unremarkable is a copycat of whatever currently has the market captured; this gives us license, if not a mandate, for originality as we work on Character robots.
For most people, interaction with robots is a rare occurrence-and with what I have been calling "Slave" robots, the interactions currently appear restricted to people who like gadget toys, science fiction, and amusement parks, as well as robotics engineers who like them all and turn this into their careers. However, all the signs of marketing, technology development, desirability and more are pointing toward HRI continuing to change in a big way. These interactions will likely become as requisite as are our interactions with smartphones and hand tools today, so designing these interactions to be successful and sustainable is paramount.
The four traits I have described above are how I suggest we start. With this vision, the Companion type of robot benefits by also being a Character. The Character robot is biological in appearance, clear and simple in its embodiment and expression, well-animated, and recognizable by its great personality. Each of these four Character traits has been essentially mastered in the realm of 2D and 3D cartoon animation, puppetry, animatronics, and other entertainment technologies. Character robots come from converging modern robot science and engineering with Character design from the aforementioned technical, but also artistic, fields. I suggest exploring the friendly creatures from fantasies and myths, both new and old. Our need for entertainment has opened the door to creating pet robots, friendly aliens, talking animals, and other Characters. These imaginative fantasies, yours and those of others, may lead to a nearly ideal Companion for each of us. Mine, I think, would be Kermit.
